


Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the email. Rs21 is mainly a UK based group but we do have members abroad who 

can keep involved via our members group discussions on Facebook and via writing for our 

website about their local struggles, or speaking for us via Skype to meetings. I'd definitely be 

interested in hearing about how antifascism has changed in the US (or even just Kansas) since 

Trump. I go to antifascist protests here too and I've been shocked to hear the escalation of 

violence in the States. Would you be interested in writing or sourcing a writer on this kind of 

thing? And would you like to be a member despite the distance? 

Solidarity, 

Kate  

Rs21 organiser  

 

On 15 Oct 2017 03:48, "Mark A. Foster" <wordpress@rs21.org.uk> wrote: 

Name: Mark A. Foster 

 

I would like to join rs21: Yes 

 

I don't want to join, but I want to get involved and find out more:  

 

Email: owner@markalanfoster.com 

 

Phone number: +1-913-768-4244 

 

Town/City/Area: Olathe, Kansas, U.S. 

 

Workplace/college/university: Johnson County Community College, Overland Park, Kansas, 

U.S. (professor) 

 

Campaigns I'm involved in: a lot of antifascist work 

 

 
Time: October 15, 2017 at 2:48 am 

IP Address: 73.185.243.89 

Contact Form URL: https://rs21.org.uk/join/ 

Sent by an unverified visitor to your site. 

 

On 10/15/2017 4:56 AM, rs21 wrote: 

 

Thanks for the email. Rs21 is mainly a UK based group but we do have members abroad who 

can keep involved via our members group discussions on Facebook and via writing for our 

website about their local struggles, or speaking for us via Skype to meetings. I'd definitely be 

interested in hearing about how antifascism has changed in the US (or even just Kansas) since 

Trump. I go to antifascist protests here too and I've been shocked to hear the escalation of 

mailto:wordpress@rs21.org.uk
mailto:owner@markalanfoster.com
tel:%28913%29%20768-4244
https://rs21.org.uk/join/


violence in the States. Would you be interested in writing or sourcing a writer on this kind of 

thing? And would you like to be a member despite the distance? 

 

Hi, Kate, 

 

Yes, I would. I found the materials on your website very much in line with my own views. 

 

My understanding is that your organization is in the tradition of the international socialism of 

Tony Cliff. I have enormous respect for the man and his work. I devote an entire section of my 

Critical Thought book (the section on Trotskyism) to his work.  

 

The first chapter of that book has some of my writing. Other examples are: 

 

http://markfoster.red/ 

http://antifa.red/ 

and 

http://markfoster.space 

 

Kansas is a difficult place to live - especially for a communist/socialist and a native of New York 

City. All of the full-time members of my department (the sociology department) are also 

Marxists, and we sometimes function as a support group. :-) Fortunately, I live in the Kansas 

City suburbs which are not quite as reactionary as much of the rest of the state. 

 

I have visited the UK twice. However, I was only in London and Oxford. 

 

Cheers, 

 

Mark 

 

 

Hi Mark,  

 
Brilliant - just checked out your sites and I'm gratified to see the number of Rosa 
Luxemburgs floating about. Also intrigued that you show an interest in Roy Bhaskar - 
his work has yet to make a huge impact on rs21 as an org but I'm personally interested 
in his concept of critical realism (my dad has even switched over from calling himself a 
materialist to calling himself a critical realist, which feels like a significant jump!) 
 
Oxford and London both have active functioning branches of rs21 (London has several 
of course) so let us know if you're ever around again. We often have friendly members 
who are up for putting comrades up in their homes, or at least saying hello. 
 

http://markfoster.online/
http://markfoster.red/
http://antifa.red/
http://markfoster.space/


Do you have Facebook? If so I can add you to our Facebook members' group. Beyond 
that I'd just ask that you fill in the below form so we can keep a note of your name 
when approaching people to write/speak to about the topics you're interested in. 
 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd6oLo5qw6LZIoyVD8ODjIzp90LJ5w8GrEM
kjJC1P1_tTbWUA/viewform 

 
Best, 
Kate  
 
 
 

On 16 October 2017 at 22:18, Mark A. Foster, Ph.D. <owner@markalanfoster.com> wrote: 

Hi, Kate, 

 

Just as a follow-up, is there anything I would need to do in order to become a member? 

 

Mark Foster 

 

On 10/15/2017 4:56 AM, rs21 wrote: 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the email. Rs21 is mainly a UK based group but we do have members abroad who 

can keep involved via our members group discussions on Facebook and via writing for our 

website about their local struggles, or speaking for us via Skype to meetings. I'd definitely be 

interested in hearing about how antifascism has changed in the US (or even just Kansas) since 

Trump. I go to antifascist protests here too and I've been shocked to hear the escalation of 

violence in the States. Would you be interested in writing or sourcing a writer on this kind of 

thing? And would you like to be a member despite the distance? 

Solidarity, 

Kate 

Rs21 organiser 
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We stand for:

• Socialism from below
• Anti-imperialism
• Opposition to all forms of oppression

We want to be a socialist current within 
feminism, anti-imperialism, anti-racism and 
LGBT politics, and inside workplace struggles 
and community campaigns.

rs21 Publications

rs21.org.uk is a news, comment, analysis and 
campaigning website. We welcome articles, 
suggestions and feedback from our readers. 
If you have an article you think we should 
publish, something to review or an idea you’d 
like to share with us, get in touch.

rs21 magazine is published quarterly. Previous 
issues have included articles on imperialism, 
anti-politics, social reproduction and Scottish 
independence.

What is rs21?

rs21 is a group of revolutionary socialists 
based in Britain. We draw on a past tradition 
of revolutionaries, but the world is constantly 
changing, and we need to redevelop those 
ideas for the twenty-first century.

We aim to create a political space where 
ideas are discussed and acted on. We reject 
sectarianism, or any claim that a small 
number of activists can substitute for a larger 
movement.

We aim to create a group with a lively and 
democratic internal culture. We want to 
discover, use and develop every member’s 
skills.

We encourage our members to work with left 
campaigns and networks, including those in 
unions, and to work with other left groups. 
We can learn from campaigns, from other 
groups and from those outside the socialist 
tradition. We don’t have all the answers.

Everyone who agrees with our basic principles 
can join, but we also want to involve people in 
campaigning and discussion, not just filling in 
a form.



Name
Phone Number
Email
Town / City
Trade Union/Campaigns I am involved in

We depend on regular payments from members and supporters  
to keep doing what we do. Please set up a standing order if you can.

I want to join rs21

I will set up a standing order through my bank for £                                    per month.  
(If you tick this option, you don’t need to fill in the section below) 

I want to support rs21 and keep in touch

I can’t afford to pay right now. 

New Standing Order Instruction

To the manager, (insert name of your bank)

Please set up the following Standing Order and debit my/our account accordingly  
on the          day of the month commencing on      DD               MM             YYYY
Name
(please use your full name. It will be used as a reference)

Sort Code:               -              -                      Account No.
Please pay £
(amount in words                                                                                                                                )
each month until further notice to The People’s Education Society,  
account number 43731995, sort code 20-44-91.

Signed: Date:                    /                    /

                    /                    /

I would like rs21 to set up a standing order for me and have filled  
in and signed the instruction below.

Join or support



https://rs21.or

g.uk/  

https://rs21.org.uk/
https://rs21.org.uk/
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A look at RS21 and ISN
Submitted by Matthew on 18 February, 2015 - 12:49 Author: Sacha Ismail

Two organisations emerged as splits from the Socialist Workers’ Party during its crisis over the Martin Smith
sexual assault dispute: the International Socialist Network and Revolutionary Socialism in the 21st Century
(RS21).

Neither organisation seems to have engaged, as an organisation, in serious discussion about the theory and
politics of the SWP, or the political basis for building something better.

Both have attracted, relative to their size, a fairly signi�cant number of new members who were not in the SWP.
Whereas RS21 seems to have integrated them through more consistent activity based on maintaining a
modi�ed SWPish line, the ISN as an organisation has failed to develop any solid political positions. The result is
repeated splits and withdrawals over odd political issues, and organisational paralysis.

On the other hand, the sheer diversity of political positions in ISN has, as it turns out, made it a home for some
comrades who seem to be trying to think critically about the world and appear open to serious discussion.

This is in contrast to ex-SWP majorities of both organisations, who maintain that political discussion with the
AWL is out of the question. In RS21, this has the status of a �rm o�cial position with at least some sway, both
administrative and ideological, over all members – though some individuals have been willing to meet
informally to discuss particular issues.

In addition to its ex-SWP majority, the ISN has attracted a few former members of Workers Power — some who
split with Permanent Revolution in 2006 and some who left in 2013. It has also attracted a number of younger
comrades, students and ex-students, in Birmingham, who organise through a joint local branch with the
“autonomist” group Plan C. Other new ISNers include the long-active leftist Steve Freeman, now the loudest
advocate of Scottish nationalism within the English left.

Many of these people are very active as individuals or as small groups – the Birmingham people are active in
student struggles and in the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts, and the ex-WP people in the Lambeth
labour movement. But unsurprisingly, the ISN has little activity as the ISN.

On many of the big political issues – Europe, Scottish nationalism, the general election, the Labour Party,
political Islam, feminism and identity politics – the ISN contains a wild variety of positions. Rather than
discussions to sort them through, however, what has happened has been periodic rows and withdrawals,
particular in connection with question of oppression and identity. This seems to be a result of two legacies,
reaction against what happened in the SWP and the culture of identity politics in the student movement.

Some comrades obviously want more discussion, but the ISN as such does not seem to be providing it.

There also seems to be a tendency for some in the ISN to state political positions in terms of advocating
positions for Left Unity. Given the state of Left Unity, this is unlikely to help develop clear or worthwhile strategy
or tactics for the organisation. (One element in this may be the fact that a number of ISNers are active in the
Lambeth Left Unity branch, which is more healthy.)

At the ISN conference in January, a minority favoured merger with RS21 (and a number have already joined, on
paper dual-carding), a smaller minority literally favoured giving up, and a majority voted to continue for now,
but without a clear plan of what to do or what to discuss.

It seems very likely that sooner or later the ISN will fold, with its members going in di�erent directions.

RS21 is doing better. Through the Defend the Right to Protest campaign, it recently played a central role in
organising an extremely successful speaker tour with an activist from the Black Lives Matter movement against
state racism and violence in the US. It has at least one large and active student group, at Oxford University.
Some of its members and sympathisers there have recently become active in NUS and in the NCAFC.

On the other hand publication of RS21’s magazine, supposed to come out at least quarterly, has stalled. It has
had some splits too. The RS21 website prominently advertised the 15 February Greece Solidarity
demonstration in London, but RS21 was not visible on the day (or on any other demonstration we can
remember o�-hand, since the July 2014 People’s Assembly march). So it is not clear that it is �ourishing. Unlike
the ISN, however, it seems it will be around for a while.

Unfortunately, this stabilisation has been on the basis of maintaining SWP-type politics. On the questions of
European unity and Syriza, the organisation made some tentative steps to begin a discussion, but this seems to
have gone nowhere. On Scotland, it has stuck with a nationalist line.

In the wake of the Charlie Hebdo killing, RS21 has taken a comprehensively soft-on-Islamism position, use true
facts about capitalism and the big Western powers to present Islamism as pretty much simply a reaction to
imperialism and the Paris killers as “individuals... inevitably go[ing] over the edge”.

Knee-jerk anti-AWL stu�, also maintained from the SWP, is frustrating. Nonetheless, what is needed is to more
attempts to work and discuss with these organisations and their members.

As far as we can tell, previous “unity discussions” between ISN, RS21 and other organisations collapsed
fundamentally because they did not actually discuss the political basis for revolutionary unity. Fundamentally,
that is what is needed to sort out the revolutionary left.
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The raised fist in red
is the symbol of the
International Socialist
Tendency.

International Socialist Tendency

The International Socialist Tendency (IST) is an international grouping of
unorthodox Trotskyist organisations[1] espousing the ideas of Tony Cliff (1917–
2000), founder of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) in Britain[2] (not to be
confused with the unrelated Socialist Workers Party in the United States). It has
sections across 27 countries;[1] however, its strongest presence is in Europe,
especially in Britain.

The politics of the IST are similar to the politics of many Trotskyist Internationals.
Where it differs with many is on the question of the Soviet Union, the IST adopting
the position that it was a "state capitalist" economy, rather than a "degenerated
workers' state"[3] along with their theories of the "permanent arms economy"[4] and
"deflected permanent revolution".[5] The IST sees the often referred to "socialist"
countries, such as the former Eastern Bloc states, China, Vietnam, North Korea and
Cuba as an inverse of classical Marxism, arguing they are "Stalinist" in nature.[6]

Unlike many international tendencies the IST has no formal organisational structures and has only ever made
one publicly known decision, which was to expel the US International Socialist Organization (ISO) from its
ranks.[7] However, the antecedents of the IST go back to the 1950s when the founders of the British Socialist
Review Group (SRG), supporters of Cliff, were expelled from The Club and thus from the Fourth
International.[8]

History
1950s
1960s–70s
1980s
1990s
2000s
Today

Affiliate organisations
Non-aligned IST organisations which hold to its basic positions
Former affiliates
See also
References
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Through the 1950s the SRG had a loose relationship with the US Independent Socialist League (ISL) led by
Max Shachtman until it dissolved in 1958. It then retained links with comrades coming out of that group and
with other individuals in the international Trotskyist movement. But there was no significant growth in support
for its ideas until the late 1960s. Some of the ideas of the IST, such as the permanent arms economy were
originally developed from writings published by the ISL. The theory of the permanent arms economy was
developed by T. N. Vance in a series published throughout 1951 in the ISL journal New International and was
later refined by Cliff in the late 1950s and over the years by key International Socialist (IS) theoreticians such
as Mike Kidron, Nigel Harris and Chris Harman in later years.

In the 1960s the International Socialists (as the group was now called) established links with militants in a
number of countries which led to the formation of IS groups in those countries. Perhaps the first such group
was the Irish IS group founded in 1971, followed by groups in Australia,[9] Canada and Germany.
Meanwhile, links were built with the Independent Socialists (later International Socialists) in the USA. These
links led to a split in the American IS in 1978 and the formation of the ISO; a group which was more closely
linked to the British IS.

During the late 1960s the British IS also attended a series of meetings held by the French Lutte Ouvriere (LO)
group which were also attended by the American IS. In many quarters the IS and LO groups were seen as
constituting a loose semi-syndicalist tendency within world Trotskyism in this period. The meetings were also
attended by a wide variety of groups such as the Italian Autonomia Operaia but petered out.

Despite this growth there was no formal organisation. However, international meetings of the leaderships of
the IS tendency did develop, usually held in conjunction with the (renamed in 1977) British Socialist Workers
Party's Marxism Summer School, held in London. This was the foundation of the IST which at some point in
the 1990s came to be referred to thus with capitalisation.

Through the 1980s the IST grew internationally, in part, as other revolutionary socialist tendencies entered into
crisis thus removing competitors. New IS groups appeared in France, Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands,
Norway and in Greece the Socialist Revolution Organisation (OSE) which had been loosely linked to the IS in
the 1970s rejoined the tendency. A group of Turkish comrades were also recruited in exile during this period,
its members living in Germany and Britain.

The 1990s saw more international growth for the IST as groups were founded in yet more countries including
Austria, Cyprus, Spain, Aotearoa/New Zealand, South Africa, Zimbabwe and South Korea. Groups were also
founded in the former Eastern Bloc states as contact could be sustained in those countries for the first time after
the collapse of the USSR. This led to the foundation of IS groups in Poland and the Czech Republic. A group
linked to the IST existed in Russia but collapsed.

However, the 1990s also saw a number of splits and expulsions for the IST. While there was a great deal of
geographical expansion there were also losses and fragmentation. There were a number of splits which were
unrelated to each other but seemed to have a common cause. Those causes were a concern among some
members of the groups concerned that the internal regime of their own group had become bureaucratised and
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lacked in democratic accountability. Sometimes this was associated with the involvement in the internal affairs
of the group by representatives of the SWP, as well as the political orientation of the group. Among the groups
affected by such splits were those based in Germany, South Africa, Ireland, Zimbabwe, Australia,[10]

Aotearoa/New Zealand, Canada and France. In Belgium, the majority of the group joined the Belgian affiliate
of the Committee for a Workers' International.

The Australian split, Socialist Alternative, was formed following the bureaucratic expulsion of 5 Melbourne
members from the ISO.[11] They subsequently consolidated their politics as a "propaganda group", arguing
against the IST focus on united fronts, that "all 'united fronts' between small socialist groups and mass
reformist organisations would achieve is to give a left cover to the reformists".[12]

The 2000s saw contradictory developments for the IST. New groups were formed in a number of countries for
the first time as in Austria, Pakistan, Botswana, Lebanon, Uruguay, Finland, Sweden and Ghana. However
the largest groups in the IST outside Britain have both split and sections of them have left the IST. Thus in the
US the ISO's leadership entered into a dispute with the leadership of the SWP as to the significance of the anti-
capitalist and anti-globalisation movements following the World Trade Organization demonstration in Seattle.
This led to the ISO being expelled from the IST[7] and a small faction (sympathetic to the SWP) leaving it to
form Left Turn (LT). Ironically, LT also left the IST in 2003 leaving the tendency with no affiliate in the US.
Very small numbers of people sympathetic to the SWP operate in the US Keep Left and the US Solidarity, but
with no official link to the IST. Meanwhile, in Greece the OSE (which had renamed itself the Socialist
Workers Party) split on similar lines with a substantial minority forming the Internationalist Workers Left. New
Zealand's official group (Socialist Worker) triggered an international debate within the IST,[13] when on May
1, 2007, it presented a May Day statement to the IST, calling on it to "engage with the mass revolutionary
process in Venezuela".[14] The group dissolved itself only a few years later.[15]

In 2011 members of the Zimbabwean affiliate – the International Socialist Organisation – face the potential
death penalty for hosting a meeting discussing the revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia.[16]

Since 2013, the IST has suffered a serious crisis after the allegations of rape made against 'Comrade Delta'
within the British SWP became more widely known. In January 2013, the IST's section in Serbia, Marks21,
left the IST over the scandal.[17] In March 2013, I.S. Canada founding member Abbie Bakan, former Socialist
Worker editor Paul Kellogg, theorist John Riddell and other leading members released a public statement
announcing their resignation from the group after a motion to write a public letter of concern to the British
SWP over its handling of the scandal was voted down at their annual convention.[18] However, the SWP in
Ireland passed a resolution condemning the British SWP's Central Committee.[19] As of June 2014, around
700 members of the British SWP have resigned from the group.[20] Three separate splinter groups from the
British SWP were formed after the beginning of the scandal, the International Socialist Network (ISN),
Revolutionary Socialism in the 21st Century (RS21)[21] and the International Socialists (Scotland), though two
of those three groups are now defunct. rs21 was launched as a "fluid and possibly temporary" grouping aiming
to organise with the perspective that "the basis for a genuine mass revolutionary party does not exist in the
British working class movement, but nonetheless revolutionaries must do what they can to help facilitate this
goal".

In 2019 in the United States, a new affiliate group Marx21 was launched aiming to "bring together activists
who want to fight for the politics of socialism from below, inside the movements and in the struggles of
today", encouraging the use of "political tools such as the United Front" and inspired by the IST.[22]
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The listing below is neither fully comprehensive, as there are additional groups not mentioned in official lists
found on IST websites, nor completely accurate. IST sources often containing references to Suara Socialis in
Indonesia and Malaysia, are in fact websites only. Many IST sources also refer to the Organización Socialista
Internacional of Puerto Rico as being in the IST but it is actually close to the ISO. Some other small groups
existing in various countries cannot be mentioned for legitimate security reasons. In addition there are IST type
groups in a number of countries unconnected to the IST as in Germany, Greece, the USA, Australia and New
Zealand.

Affiliate organisations
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Country Affiliate name (English) Affiliate name (Country of origin)

 Australia Solidarity

 Austria Left Turn Linkswende

 Botswana International Socialist Organization

 Brazil Revolts Revolutas

 Canada International Socialists

 Cyprus Workers' Democracy Ergatiki Demokratia

 Czech Republic Socialist Solidarity Socialistická Solidarita

 Denmark International Socialists Internationale Socialister

 France What Is To Be Done Que Faire

 Ghana International Socialist Organisation

 Great Britain Socialist Workers' Party

 Greece Socialist Workers' Party Sosialistiko Ergatiko Komma

 Ireland Socialist Workers Network

 Italy Communism from below Comunismo dal basso

 Netherlands International Socialists Internationale Socialisten

 New Zealand Socialist Aotearoa

 Nigeria Socialist Workers League

 Norway International Socialists Internasjonale Sosialister

 Pakistan International Socialists

 Poland Workers' Democracy Pracownicza Demokracja

 South Africa Keep Left

 South Korea Workers' Solidarity Nodongjayeondae

 Spain Marx21

 Sweden International Socialists Internationella Socialister

 Thailand Workers Democracy Group Turn Left organization

 Turkey Revolutionary Socialist Workers' Party Devrimci Sosyalist İşçi Partisi

 United States Marx21 (http://marx21us.org/)

 Zimbabwe International Socialist Organisation

Non-aligned IST organisations which hold to its basic positions
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Country Organisation name (English) Organisation name (Country of
origin)

 Australia Socialist Alternative

 United
Kingdom rs21 - revolutionary socialism in the 21st century

 United
Kingdom Counterfire

 France International Socialism Socialisme International

 Germany Marx21 (Network within The Left) Marx21 (Network within Die Linke)

 Greece Internationalist Workers' Left Diethnistiki Ergatiki Aristera

 New Zealand International Socialist Organisation

 Puerto Rico International Socialist Organisation Organización Socialista Internacional

 Scotland International Socialist Group

 Serbia Marks21

 South Africa International Socialist Movement (South Africa)

 Turkey Anti-capitalist (dissolved in 2010) Antikapitalist

 United States International Socialist Organization (dissolved in
2019)

These organisations originated in the IST but have significantly changed their political orientation.

Country Organisation name (English) Organisation name (Country of origin)

 Canada New Socialist Group

 Germany Group of International Socialists Gruppe Internationaler SozialistInnen

 United States Left Turn

Socialist Worker
Tony Cliff
Trotskyism
Fourth International
List of Trotskyist internationals

1. "International Socialist Tendency" (https://www.marxists.org/history/etol/entries/ist.htm).
Marxists Internet Archive. Retrieved 25 September 2010.

2. "Tony Cliff" (http://www.marxists.de/intsoctend/foot/tonycliff.htm). REDS – Die Roten. 11 April
2000. Retrieved 25 September 2010.
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A look at RS21 and ISN
Submitted by Matthew on 18 February, 2015 - 12:49 Author: Sacha Ismail

Two organisations emerged as splits from the Socialist Workers’ Party during its crisis over the Martin Smith
sexual assault dispute: the International Socialist Network and Revolutionary Socialism in the 21st Century
(RS21).

Neither organisation seems to have engaged, as an organisation, in serious discussion about the theory and
politics of the SWP, or the political basis for building something better.

Both have attracted, relative to their size, a fairly signi�cant number of new members who were not in the SWP.
Whereas RS21 seems to have integrated them through more consistent activity based on maintaining a
modi�ed SWPish line, the ISN as an organisation has failed to develop any solid political positions. The result is
repeated splits and withdrawals over odd political issues, and organisational paralysis.

On the other hand, the sheer diversity of political positions in ISN has, as it turns out, made it a home for some
comrades who seem to be trying to think critically about the world and appear open to serious discussion.

This is in contrast to ex-SWP majorities of both organisations, who maintain that political discussion with the
AWL is out of the question. In RS21, this has the status of a �rm o�cial position with at least some sway, both
administrative and ideological, over all members – though some individuals have been willing to meet
informally to discuss particular issues.

In addition to its ex-SWP majority, the ISN has attracted a few former members of Workers Power — some who
split with Permanent Revolution in 2006 and some who left in 2013. It has also attracted a number of younger
comrades, students and ex-students, in Birmingham, who organise through a joint local branch with the
“autonomist” group Plan C. Other new ISNers include the long-active leftist Steve Freeman, now the loudest
advocate of Scottish nationalism within the English left.

Many of these people are very active as individuals or as small groups – the Birmingham people are active in
student struggles and in the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts, and the ex-WP people in the Lambeth
labour movement. But unsurprisingly, the ISN has little activity as the ISN.

On many of the big political issues – Europe, Scottish nationalism, the general election, the Labour Party,
political Islam, feminism and identity politics – the ISN contains a wild variety of positions. Rather than
discussions to sort them through, however, what has happened has been periodic rows and withdrawals,
particular in connection with question of oppression and identity. This seems to be a result of two legacies,
reaction against what happened in the SWP and the culture of identity politics in the student movement.

Some comrades obviously want more discussion, but the ISN as such does not seem to be providing it.

There also seems to be a tendency for some in the ISN to state political positions in terms of advocating
positions for Left Unity. Given the state of Left Unity, this is unlikely to help develop clear or worthwhile strategy
or tactics for the organisation. (One element in this may be the fact that a number of ISNers are active in the
Lambeth Left Unity branch, which is more healthy.)

At the ISN conference in January, a minority favoured merger with RS21 (and a number have already joined, on
paper dual-carding), a smaller minority literally favoured giving up, and a majority voted to continue for now,
but without a clear plan of what to do or what to discuss.

It seems very likely that sooner or later the ISN will fold, with its members going in di�erent directions.

RS21 is doing better. Through the Defend the Right to Protest campaign, it recently played a central role in
organising an extremely successful speaker tour with an activist from the Black Lives Matter movement against
state racism and violence in the US. It has at least one large and active student group, at Oxford University.
Some of its members and sympathisers there have recently become active in NUS and in the NCAFC.

On the other hand publication of RS21’s magazine, supposed to come out at least quarterly, has stalled. It has
had some splits too. The RS21 website prominently advertised the 15 February Greece Solidarity
demonstration in London, but RS21 was not visible on the day (or on any other demonstration we can
remember o�-hand, since the July 2014 People’s Assembly march). So it is not clear that it is �ourishing. Unlike
the ISN, however, it seems it will be around for a while.

Unfortunately, this stabilisation has been on the basis of maintaining SWP-type politics. On the questions of
European unity and Syriza, the organisation made some tentative steps to begin a discussion, but this seems to
have gone nowhere. On Scotland, it has stuck with a nationalist line.

In the wake of the Charlie Hebdo killing, RS21 has taken a comprehensively soft-on-Islamism position, use true
facts about capitalism and the big Western powers to present Islamism as pretty much simply a reaction to
imperialism and the Paris killers as “individuals... inevitably go[ing] over the edge”.

Knee-jerk anti-AWL stu�, also maintained from the SWP, is frustrating. Nonetheless, what is needed is to more
attempts to work and discuss with these organisations and their members.

As far as we can tell, previous “unity discussions” between ISN, RS21 and other organisations collapsed
fundamentally because they did not actually discuss the political basis for revolutionary unity. Fundamentally,
that is what is needed to sort out the revolutionary left.
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racist backlash
and state
repression

Increased police
powers are not
the answer

Bus strikes
suspended

Health deal: vote
No!

Save Lambeth
Libraries!

Solidarity 354, 18 February 2015

The Alliance for Workers' Liberty is an organisation
�ghting as part of the labour movement for a
socialist alternative to both capitalism and Stalinism,
based on common ownership and democracy.
020 7394 8923     awl@workersliberty.org
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